Abstract-There are many robust approaches algorithms for Word Sense Disambiguation using machine learning, and it is very difficult to make comparisons between them if we don't implementation empirically. In this word, analysis and developed JAVA Code and compare between two of the most successfully approaches for supervised machine learning, namely, Naï ve Bayes and Decision tree using WordNet and Senseval3 for Word Sense Disambiguation of words in context.
I. INTRODUCTION
In last year's, there are many researchers widely search empirically in NLP field, and WSD problem. The task remove the ambiguity from the words and select proper sense called WSD, and this task require examine the word in context and determine which sense can be use. There are many words have multiple meaning according to the context of speech. The experiments in this field proved there are many methods can used it and adopt it in this domain, by analysis and test each of them empirically, to prove the objectives of research successfully or not.
Our goal is remove the ambiguity from the word by select the correct sense that annotated from WordNet. Word sense disambiguation is the task that examines the word in context and selects the proper meaning among many senses or meaning related with the word. WSD task so important for many purposes in natural language processing, like, machine learning, information retrieval, and so on of natural language processing purposes [2] .
This study is one of the experiments of our PhD research work currently, to complete master-slave technique [3] . We focused in this paper on two of supervised methods, one of them decision tree which based on classifications rules, and the second one Naï ve bayes, one of probabilistic learning methods. We presented analysis and comparison between these two supervised learning approaches stared from selection data set, training, testing data, till calculate the results of them [4] .
However, now days the word sense disambiguation still open problem in natural language processing domain, and there is a scope to enhancement the accuracy of selection proper sense [5] .
II. MOTIVATION AND APPLICATION
Where a input is accepted and perception of user influence the result to be displayed especially search engine which displays result after accepting input from user. Every domain which works on same concept where input is accepted to deliver output according to the result. Every NLP application where result could be affected by correct or incorrect interpretation [5] .
There are many applications for word sense disambiguation such as:
Information Retrieval [6] 
III. RELATED WORK
Word sense disambiguation one of the open problem in NLP, plenty of work is carried out to solve this problem, but there is lot of scope to contribute in this field to identify sense of given word correctly. Generally disambiguation is resolved by using many approaches, the main approaches include [7] , [8] :
Supervised Approaches: Where system is trained to correctly identify meaning of particular word.
Unsupervised Approaches: Based on the group or collection of required data result is fetched.
There are many robust algorithms like Naï ve bayes, SVM, decision tree, decision list, KNN, and so on which could be used to address word sense disambiguation.
IV. SUPERVISED MACHINE EARNING APPROACHES
Machine learning approaches can be used to discover the relationships in the internal structure of the data and production outputs are correct. These approaches composed Naï ve bayes, decision list, decision tree, support vector machines and some of supervised machine learning methods. 
A. Naï ve Bayes Approach
This approach is one of the important algorithms used in data mining. It is based on conditional probability. In naï ve bayes algorithm information about various objects and their properties is collected during the training phase system is trained to identify new object based on respective attributes of these objects. For example selection of mobile this is added and identify. Its category based on the information available related with attributes. Consider a scenario where three mobiles, X, Y, Z are described [11] .
System is trained with this information and when we want identify any new Mobile individual attributes are evaluated and match is found. For implementing WordNet data source is used this is repository which provides the mapping of word and different sense associated with that word. For performing on experiment we referred data set 10 nouns and 5 verbs which contain following words [12] :
Data set of pos (n) = {Praise, Name, Lord, Worlds, Owner, Recompense, Straight, Path, Anger, Day}.
Data set of pos (v) = {Worship, Rely, Guide, Favored, Help}. Box 1. Naive bayes algorithm implemented on our data set.
1) Naï ve bayes network
In this section, Naive Baysian classifier has been implemented for instance word "Path "from our data set with the four senses (s), the calculations involved as mentioned in Consider four different words selected from bag of words - To use WordNet repository senseval XML mapping technique is used [13] , where the given data set and senses are expressed with XML. And to ensure effective working of decision tree training and testing file is used. Job of file is to provide the context which will be extremely useful exactly know meaning of particular word. For implementing C4.5 algorithm eclipse ID2, is used, while implementing it equations related with entropy are implemented. Below the algorithm we applied:
In this work we tried to do a comparison between the well known supervised learning approaches, Naï ve bayes and decision tree which both have long successful history in this field. Naï ve bayes is the most commonly approach used in Word Sense Disambiguation, we have implemented the algorithms using WordNet 2.1, and our study to Naï ve Bayes achieved (62.86 %) accuracy to the Senseval-3 [9] . And according to results from implementation decision tree we achieved (45.14%) accuracy [10] .
Our goal is to see which one is the most successful in performance through a comparison between the two algorithms and study the factors affecting then and the possibility of improving the performance of each and improve the accuracy, by combining them together in future, showing in Table I . (F1, F2, F3, F4) , seeing in Fig. 3 . 
B. Decision Tree
Box 2. C4.5 algorithm implemented on our data set.
Decision tree is a predicative model, which helps to take decision on the statistics' available (past information). In a decision tree branches provides attribute or related condition on which decision is made in the form of nodes (Yes or No) [14] . If clear decision is not made by branches then information gain is checked whichever nod has high information gain that node is declared as correct or final decision. In C4.5 algorithm every time information gain is calculated for entropy which is useful in making decisions.
Consider a simple example of whether for casting in which decisions are made or predicated to remove uncertainty. If clouds are dense in sky there will be rain. If there is rain then temperature will get decreased and humidity will get increased [15] .
In this decisions can be made bored on the available information to decide the destination on the basis of highest value of information gain. Box 2. Shows the algorithm we applied in our study.
V. WORD SENSE DISAMBIGUATION EXPERIMENTS WITH NAÏ VE BAYES AND DECISION TREE

A. Dataset
We started with dataset provided by the http://www.e-quran.com/language/english, the dataset composed 15 English words, 10 nouns and 5 verbs, such as path, help which are have ambiguity. Since one of particular steps are goal is to train the dataset and to disambiguate the words by selecting the proper meaning in context [16] , we used WordNet, which is available at http://wordnet.princeton.edu, to provide the sense of words information's. And to make sure, test, evaluation the both approaches and properly assigned to word, we used practically senseval-3 in empirical our work, seeing in Table  II. 
B. Analysis
Results acquired by naï ve bayes approach and decision tree approaches are compared for some cases, Naï ve bayes approach gives better result and other decision tree is more efficient. If size of tree is less then decision tree gives better result. Overall accuracy of Naï ve bayes accuracy of decision tree.
C. Modeling
1) Dictionary
Data source. 2) Training context providing base for context. 3) Testing verification of data and its meaning.
4) Sense Map
Mapping between word and sense. Apart from this there are, many packages, classes calculate accuracy of sense.
D. Design
To address word sense disambiguation semi-structured data is used to enhance the performance. Algorithm along with given context will train system to judge correct sense, which is further verified by the testing file to ensure correct meaning of sense, seeing in Table III .
E. Training
Data set of 10 nouns and 5 verbs is used. To make understanding of senses, system is trained by referring senseval-3 structure to map word with sense by using surrounding context. This entire structure uses XML format to represent and process data using semi structured approach. Given data is tested with XML file which contain context without direct mapping with sense. This approach results in accurate prediction of sense for given word [18] , seeing in Fig.  4 .
G. The Execution Steps
We brief our execution steps as blow: Data Source: Decide suitable data to be checked for WDS. Select sample words to check behavior of algorithm. In the experiment 10 noun and 5 verbs are used.
Dictionary: Refer format at senseval. Org. Prepare XML format of content helping to resolve sense of data with respect to some unique ID [19] .
Algorithm: Write a code to check accuracy of the word to predict exact sense by referring the given context for a dada set selected as mentioned above.
Execution this algorithms in eclipse kepler to get score made for given sense, select the sense with high accuracy as a final result.
H. The System Answer
Results of word sense disambiguation are stored in a file called as system Answer.txt. This file displays the score for respective senses of word in given dataset [20] .
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The said score is calculated on the scale of 1000. Sense having highest score of accuracy is considered as correct sense identification. After performing the experiment overall accuracy of Naï ve Bayes algorithm is (62.86 %), and Decision tree is (45.14 %). This accuracy is calculated on a data set of 10 nouns and 5 verbs on the basis of context to resolve the meaning of a word.
Result shows for some words, Naï ve Bayes algorithm provides better results for example {Name, Worlds, and Day}, for other case decision tree provide better accuracy values for example {Name and worlds only}.
The screenshot below shows the System Answer. Txt file for decision tree implemented.
VI. THE FINAL RESULT
Mention accuracy with high values using decision tree and Naï ve bayes approach. As a sum of overall accuracy Naï ve Bayes approach gives more accurate results, as shown in Table IV 
VII. CONCLUSION
There cannot be a 100% accurate method. It depends upon data set context and algorithm we used to implement Word Sense Disambiguation. Accuracy, likely to vary according to these parameters. Still Naï ve Bayes approach gives more accurate result in same time as per experiment. Table IV Below shows the final results of accuracy for both approaches.
